
THE ALLIANCE OF REFORMED CHURCHES

 

Consistories and Colleagues:

For nearly four hundred years, the Reformed Church in America has ministered to the world with the

hope of the gospel. We have supported missionaries, built schools, transformed communities, and

developed leaders. In all these things, we have sought the glory of Jesus and the strengthening of his

Church. There is much for us to celebrate! 

Across that span of time, the RCA has changed. We have spread across a continent, transitioned from

a Dutch group to a multi-ethnic body, and interfaced with other ecumenical partners. Collectively and

congregationally, we have witnessed extraordinary technological, cultural, and political

transformation. 

Predictably, this has meant that new and diverse perspectives have emerged within the RCA. For many

years, our denomination has thrived as a big-tent coalition of churches and leaders. What has made

us different has made us strong. 

In recent years, however, widening differences in matters of Biblical interpretation, ethics, and polity

have increasingly strained the RCA. It is clear: we hold incompatible convictions about human

sexuality and about the best role for denominational governance. Our ministry callings are sending us

in differing directions. We don’t agree on what to fund and what not to fund. 

Sadly, the impact of this disharmony has reached beyond the RCA’s members. Mission opportunities

have been squandered and our Christian witness has been marred. 

While some retain hope for a grand compromise within our body, it is our belief that the fault lines

around theology and practice cannot be bridged. It is time for our work as one single denomination to

conclude.

While there is sadness at this ending, our vision for ministry remains hopeful. We believe the best

course of action will be for the Reformed Church in America to formally and legally plant a new

community of churches as an entity independent from the RCA. While this group will maintain strong

historical ties to its parent body, it will have its own board, budget, polity, and mission. It will be, in

some sense, the newest shoot emerging from the great tree of Reformed ministry.

In recent months, a conversation among like-minded leaders has envisioned how this newly-birthed

community will take form. Three primary convictions have given rise to our hope for the future:
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1. Reformed theology provides the clearest, most hopeful, and most Biblically-authentic

expression of Christian belief and witness. We are eager to lead in a renewed emphasis

upon its core principles as an expression of good news for the world.

These central values include the sovereignty of God in public and private practice, an ongoing

reverence for classic creedal and confessional statements, a respect for the priesthood of all

believers as God’s image-bearers, and a humble commitment to allow the Bible to remind, remake,

and reform the community of God.

2. The local church is God’s primary instrument for ministry and outreach. Our agenda seeks

to empower congregations of men, women, and children to practice and proclaim God’s

redeeming work in the world. 

We’re convinced, therefore, that the assessed cost of participation must be substantially lower than

what is asked by the RCA, that frontline congregations must be well-equipped to innovate and

respond to their God-given contexts, that leadership training is essential, and that planting new

churches is a top priority in our budgeting.

3. Polity must serve to enhance the work described above without becoming rigid or

complex. We celebrate a system of accountability and resource-sharing that is agile and

innovative in anticipation of new and fruitful ministry.

In an era that has seen denominational loyalty decline, we believe that well-conceived networks of

congregations facilitate deeper and broader ministry outcomes than do churches in isolation. We

think that better polity involves fewer and better assemblies, common-sense practices that allow for

rapid-response mission, vibrant ad-hoc partnerships among persons and groups, voluntary

participation, and yearly recommitment to theological norms. 

We get it. Not everyone thinks the same way that we do. But because these convictions are basic to our

understanding of the world and to the ministry assignment God has given to us, we seek to live them out

in peace and in faithfulness to Christ. 

In many ways, this branching will represent a natural outcome of the RCA’s growth. Healthy systems give

birth to new ones. It is our sense that this is a Paul and Barnabas (Acts 15) moment in which contentious

spirits must yield to Kingdom-first multiplication. In creating two entities from one, both communities of

believers may wholeheartedly pursue the ministry vocations that God has given to them. 

The RCA has been a remarkable tool for the grand gospel cause. But the time has come to practice

ministry in new systems and relationships.  

We invite good-faith collaboration and mutual trust as we explore together how Jesus will use all of us

for his glory in the years to come!  
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